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Why Small Business Owners Should 
Take their Accounting to the Cloud

Disciplined Financial Management – Key to Business 
Fitness
Despite the MSME sector’s strategic importance, small 
businesses are confronted with several challenges. 
Even in developed countries like the UK, one in every 
three new businesses fail within the first three years 
itself. Globally, one of the top reasons for the small 
businesses to fail has been poor financial management. 

Small businesses form a crucial part of a country’s economy, with the power to drive growth 
and generate prosperity. In India, the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) play 
a significant role in the economic growth of the country because of their contribution to 
production, exports and employment. Today, the sector contributes 8% to the country’s GDP, 
45% to the manufactured output and 40% to the country’s exports. It provides employment 
to 60 million people through nearly 30 million enterprises. And MSME sector is only slated 
to grow manifold in the coming years. One of the key catalysts to enable this growth is 
the small business' accountant. Globally, accounts not only have driven financial discipline 
within the small business community, but also have become trusted advisors who understand 
their clients’ businesses and industry, with data-driven insights. 

Aditya Tulsian

(The author is Strategy and 
Corporate Development 
Leader, Intuit India. He 
can be reached at Aditya_
Tulsian@intuit.com)
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In India, the requirement for proper financial 
management is even more critical since Indian 
entrepreneurs have to deal with additional constraints 
such as high cost of credit, significant costs of 
infrastructure (like power and water), and regulatory 
issues related to taxation and labour laws. 

Many small businesses consider accounting as 
a non-core statutory requirement. They expect their 
accountants to ‘wave the magic wand’ at the end of 
each financial year, and manage this core function. 
However, given the current globalisation and financial 
environment, accounting can no longer be a once-a-
year activity.

Banks are the dominant source of finance for small 
businesses; in the FICCI- Grant Thornton Report on 
“Vision 2020- Implications for MSMEs”, which was 
released in 2011 states that, over 70% of respondents 
said banks were one of their key sources of finance. 
Now with the new Basel II requirements, banks will 
need small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) to 
furbish detailed financial data and external ratings. 
Thus, to continue obtaining financial assistance or 
loans from banks or other financial institutions, it 
will be imperative for SMBs to be disciplined about 
financial management.

More importantly, effective and transparent 
accounting practices enable businesses to understand 
their revenues, expenditures, cash flow positions 
and, therefore, make better strategic and day-to-day 
business decisions. Decision-making is becoming 
more real-time in the age of connected economies, 
and as Indian small businesses expand into the global 
economy, it’s important that business owners have an 
up-to-the-minute view of how their businesses are 
doing financially.

Technology to the Rescue
An Intuit small business survey conducted in 2011, 
shows that nearly 30% of the Indian SMBs do not 
manage their books, and of the rest 88%, either do it 
themselves or use a freelancer. Most of them follow 
manual rudimentary methods of bookkeeping, which 
take a considerable amount of time and effort. 

“When we run a business, we have to be ‘’Jack of 
all trades,’ but most of us aren’t accounting or finance 
experts; and thus we spend considerable amount of time 
in trying to manage our day-to-day finances” says a 
distributor of branded apparels in Bangalore. Financial 
discipline and technology can help entrepreneurs like 
this distributor go long way into managing their books 
and considerably reduce the time they currently spend 

on accounting. 
However, the Intuit survey also found that a 

majority of the businesses fare low-to-medium on 
technology awareness and adoption. Some of the top 
barriers were cost, lack of skilled IT man-power and 
lack of awareness on what to buy.

These barriers are not unique to Indian SMBs; 
the Intuit survey result shows that there were similar 
challenges faced by businesses in other global markets, 
both developed and emerging. The survey also showed 
that many of these global small businesses have started 
adopting cloud-based accounting solutions. Cloud 
computing is delivering on its promise of being an 
affordable and easy solution for businesses that aspire 
to grow, while addressing the barriers or cost, IT 
infrastructure and talent, cost, and anytime-anywhere 
access. 

Cloud Computing Basics
The term ‘cloud’ is simply a metaphor for the Internet. 
Thus, cloud computing allows software as a service 
(SaaS) offerings to exist, using the Internet as a 
method of access. Instead of your software service 
being installed on your desktop, it lives primarily on  
the Web. 

There is a lot of news lately about how fast cloud 
computing is growing. Research analysts Gartner, 
Inc. named cloud computing as the number one trend 
that will change the face of IT and business. A new 
IDC research study says cloud computing spending 
will reach $ 73 billion by 2015 and reshape the IT 
landscape. 

Intuit’s 2020 Report titled Working in the Cloud, 
declared the cloud as one of the twenty trends that will 
shape the next decade, stating: “The brick-and-mortar 
office will be a thing of the past, where and how people 
work and do business will change due to emerging 
Internet cloud and mobile technologies. Working in 
the cloud will increasingly shift work lives away from 
corporate offices altogether and towards an in-my-
own place, on-my-own-time work regimen.”

The cloud is one of the 20 trends that will shape the 
next decade. The brick-and-mortar office will be a 

thing of the past, where and how people work and do 
business will change due to emerging Internet cloud 

and mobile technologies. Working in the cloud will 
increasingly shift work lives away from corporate 

offices altogether and towards an in-my-own place, 
on-my-own-time work regimen.
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A Cost Effective Solution for SMBs
Businesses are experiencing important benefits from 
using cloud computing solutions. Here are five of the 
top benefits that Intuit has heard from firms who have 
adopted cloud based accounting solution globally.

One: Lower costs
Up-front investment/pay for what you use: A 
business’ up-front investment can be significantly 
lowered using SaaS offerings because, most of the 
time there is no hardware infrastructure to purchase or 
software licenses to buy. As long as there’s a computer 
with Internet access, you can begin to use most 
products and services right away.

And, instead of paying for a chunk of software 
at one time, most SaaS offerings allow users to pay 
for just what they use. Several pay-as-you-go models 
exist, such as paying per each use, or paying a monthly 
subscription fee.
Maintenance/IT Costs: Because the software is in 
the cloud, there is less hardware to maintain. Reduced 
number of servers, external memory and hard drives 
mean lower maintenance costs.

Many firms who outsource IT have been able to 
significantly reduce this cost, because their software is 
serviced and maintained on the Web and not on their 
local computer. Letting the SaaS companies take care 
of maintaining the solution decreases your IT cost.

An architect, in Mumbai says, “After I’ve switched 
to cloud-based services, I save on time, and, more 

importantly, I don’t have to worry about which box 
(hardware) or program is working or not.”
Benefit to the businesses: Cloud-based applications 
help SMBs save time and money by lowering up-front 
investment. SMBs pay only for what they use and 
reduce maintenance and IT costs.

Two: Easier to manage
Because the software or service lives on the Internet, 
users always have access to the most updated version. 

A manager of Cloud Accounting solution product 
describes how Intuit leverages this cloud advantage 
to benefit their customers, “By routinely updating 
our products during low traffic times, such as early 
morning and late evenings, we eliminate the need 
for our users to disrupt work during their day. These 
automatic updates ensure that the latest version of our 
product is always in our customers’ hands, with no 
action required by the users.”

Cloud computing also allows firms to quickly 
scale up or down because the software applications 
are delivered at the speed of the Internet. Unlike 
conventional computing, where users have to make 
the difficult decision of how much software to buy 
up front, they can now purchase just enough for the 
present and scale as the business grows.
Benefit to the businesses: SaaS solutions give SMBs 
peace of mind, knowing that the team is using the very 
latest version of applications, and is saving time by not 
having to do constant software updates. SMBs have 
much more flexibility because they can quickly add 
software as they need it.

Three: Anytime/Anywhere access
Before cloud computing, productivity stopped once 
the business owner and their employees left the office. 
Now, as long as there is an Internet connection, the 
work can continue.

A garment manufacturer in Ahmedabad, Gujarat 
says, “My accounting software is in the cloud. I just 
have to log in and there it is. Since I travel quite a bit, 

By its very nature, cloud computing removes single 
points of failure. If the laptop is not working, then 

grab another computer and you’re up and running 
in no time. Before cloud computing, productivity 

stopped once the business owner and their 
employees left the office. Now, as long as there is an 

Internet connection, the work can continue.

Cloud computing also allows firms to quickly scale 
up or down because the software applications 

are delivered at the speed of the Internet. Unlike 
conventional computing, where users have to make 

the difficult decision of how much software to buy 
up front, they can now purchase just enough for the 

present and scale as the business grows.

Benefits of Cloud Computing
1. Lower Costs
2. Easier to Manage
3. Anytime/Anywhere access
4. Automatically backed-up and secure
5. Try before you use
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Accountants need to be able to offer real-time insight 
into profitability. They need to undertake analysis 
of the cost base and deliver advice on options for 

business change or expansion. These are the value-
added services that are increasingly demanded 

by clients looking to make tough decisions… Such 
services can only be achieved with real-time or near 
real-time information from the clients. The old model 

of an annual review is outdated and, increasingly 
irrelevant. SaaS-based financial software offers the 

chance to transform the client relationship.

I can actually take care of a lot of my invoicing from 
the hotel.”

Cloud computing is available 24/7, which allows 
people to work when they want to, not restricting them 
to office hours only. 
Benefit to the businesses: This increases productivity 
for business owners and employees, as they are no 
longer limited to office hours, bound to a desk, or 
limited by the kind of access device they have.

Four: Automatically backed up and secure
By its very nature, cloud computing removes single 
points of failure. If the laptop is not working, then 
grab another computer and you’re up and running in 
no time.
Benefit to the businesses: Cloud computing provides 
for business continuity. Even if a computer crashes, 
there is no loss of data. This is helpful because 
protecting data is critical for every business.

Five: Try before you buy
Since online applications are on the Web, most 
companies who offer SaaS solutions allow users to try 
their product or service free for a period of time. This 
trial is great when business owners are not sure if the 
product is right for them, or if they want to compare it 
against another solution. 
Benefit to the businesses: Confident, that a particular 
application is the right solution for you. SMBs can be 
absolutely sure if the product or service works for their 
businesses before making a long-term commitment.

Accountants – The Catalysts for Change
In this environment of high economic uncertainties, 
accountants need to evolve from the traditional annual 
client discussion while doing an audit, towards a more 
interactive service that meets the needs of businesses 

struggling to assess the way forward. They need to 
provide more than just an ‘after the fact’ overview of 
profitability. And in this market, businesses need far 
more insight in order to stay in business.

Accountants need to be able to offer real-time 
insight into profitability. They need to undertake 
analysis of the cost base and deliver advice on options 
for business change or expansion. These are the value-
added services that are increasingly demanded by 
clients looking to make tough decisions. Additional 
services can include cash flow forecasting or business 
analysis, providing a depth of financial expertise that 
will be essential to help SMBs maintain or even grow 
the business during this current economic downturn. 
Such services can only be achieved with real-time or 
near real-time information from the clients. The old 
model of an annual review is outdated and, increasingly 
irrelevant. SaaS-based financial software offers the 
chance to transform the client relationship.

There is a huge opportunity for accountants to 
step up and play a vital role in enabling a new level of 
business insight that could transform the performance 
of the Indian small businesses. It will require 
accountants to adopt not only new technology, but 
also a new way of working that minimises repetitive 
administrative processes and frees talented individuals 
to share their expertise and knowledge with the 
marketplace. Technology can help enable this cultural 
shift and SaaS can help to make it affordable for 
smaller service providers.

Accountants can now transform from a client-
centric, premise-based approach to a more collaborative 
process. They can shift from paper based once a year 
financial statements to real-time financial dashboards 
and from a technology advisor to a business change 
agent. ▪
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